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(Once Amended) An optical network system comprising:

^ \ a data service hub;

C/ / \ at least one optical tap for dividing a downstream optical signal between

one or more subscribes of the optical network system;

atNleast one subscriber optical interface connected to the optical tap for

receiving the downstream optical signal from and sending upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap;

a laser trahsceiver node disposed between the data service hub and the

optical tap, for communicating optrfcal signals between the data service hub and the optical tap,

and for apportioning bandwidth thatN^ shared between groups of subscribers connected to a

respective optical tap of the optical network system, and

one or more optical waveguides connected between respective optical taps

and the laser transceiver node, for carrying the upstream optical signals and the downstream

optical signals, whereby the number of the waveguides is minimized while optical bandwidth for

subscribers is controllable by the laser transceiver node in response to subscriber demand use.

(Once Amended) The optical network system ot claim 1, whtTt

laser transceiver node further comprises:

at least one multiplexer coiipled to aji^ptical tap routing device;

at least one Offtical transmitter connected to the at least one multiplexer,

for transmitting downstream opti^alsignals received from the data service hub to at least one

subscriber optical interfacejjikfie optical network system;

ftical receiyei>ecfnnected to the at least one multiplexer, for

receiving apd'Converting upstream optical signals from at least one subscriber optical interface of

thei>pficaLugtwork system.
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(Onre Amended)—The-

laser transceiver node further comprises at teast onediplexe^annected"to the at least one optical

transmitter and optical recgiv^r^di^ipexer combining downstream RF modulated optical

signals^rgceiVeJfrom the data service huKwith the downstjeaitf optical signals, each diplexer

i^^X^ ^l^
V

p
?
^l3^ Amended) The optical network system of claiin

.

^e^QDateeoteXon^nses^a time division multiple access protocol.

(Once Amended) An optical network system comprising:

a data service hub;

at least one optical tap for dividing a downstream optical signal between

one or more subscriber^ of the optical network system;

at least one subscriber optical interface connected to the optical tap for

receiving the downstream optical signal from and sending upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap;

a laser transceiver node disposed between the data service hub and the at

least one subscriber optical interfac^yfor communicating optical signals between the data service

hub and the optical tap, and for apportioning bandwidth that is shared between groups of

subscribers connected to a respective optical tap of the optical network system, at least one

optical tap being disposed within the laser trahsceiver node, and

one or more optical waveguides connected between respective optical taps

and the laser transceiver node, for carrying the upstream optical signals and the downstream

optical signals, whereby the number of the waveguide^ is minimized while optical bandwidth for

subscribers is controllable by the laser transceiver node i\response to subscriber demand.
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